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  Talent Chooses You James Ellis,2020-06-03 If you
want your business to grow, you need to be able to
rely on your ability to hire talent reliably and
consistently. No talent pipeline? No growth, and
no business. But your recruiting team is drowning
(I asked them). They need help. Now, if you ask
recruiters, they will ask for headcount. Or more
technology. But more bodies and more tools won't
solve the issue (though it will eat up your
budget). What you need a is a better strategy. And
that strategy is called employer branding.Employer
branding is about understanding, distilling and
communicating what your company is all about in
order to attract all the talent you need. That
will differentiate your company as a place where
people will want to work, rather than a place they
land because they didn't know better.If you've
heard about employer branding in business
magazines, it might seem like something only big
companies can do. Something that requires a
dedicated team, expensive platforms, or a bunch of
consultants. That isn't true. If you understand
where your brand comes from, and how to apply it,
any company (especially yours) can hire better
with it.And this book will teach you how to do all
of that, and then some.In this book, you'll learn
what employer branding really is, how to make a
compelling argument internally to leadership that
creates commitment, how to work with other teams
and be creative in finding solutions. As a special
bonus, we are including a handbook on how to work
with recruiting teams. This hands-on workbook is
chock full of examples, checklists, step-by-step
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instructions and even emails you can copy and
paste to make things happen immediately.
  Ethnicity and Family Therapy Monica
McGoldrick,John K. Pearce,Joe Giordano,1982-11-10
Social, cultural, and religious characteristics
that are relevant to working with Black American
families, illustrated with case examples and hands
on guide to developing cultural awareness of a
specific ethnic population.
  American Vaudeville as Ritual Albert F.
McLeanJr.,2021-10-21 This study affords an
entirely new view of the nature of modern popular
entertainment. American vaudeville is here
regarded as the carefully elaborated ritual
serving the different and paradoxical myth of the
new urban folk. It demonstrates that the
compulsive myth-making faculty in man is not
limited to primitive ethnic groups or to serious
art, that vaudeville cannot be dismissed as
meaningless and irrelevant simply because it fits
neither the criteria of formal criticsm or the
familiar patterns of anthropological study. Using
the methods for criticism developed by Susanne K.
Langer and others, the author evaluates American
vaudeville as a symbolic manifestation of basic
values shared by the American people during the
period 1885-1930. By examining vaudeville as folk
ritual, the book reveals the unconscious symbolism
basic to vaudeville-in its humor, magic, animal
acts, music, and playlets, and also in the
performers and the managers—which gave form to the
dominant American myth of success. This striking
view of the new mass man as a folk and of his
mythology rooted in the very empirical science
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devoted to dispelling myth has implications for
the serious study of all forms of mass
entertainment in America. The book is illustrated
with a number of striking photographs.
  Hollywood's Indian Peter Rollins,2011-01-23
Offering both in-depth analyses of specific films
and overviews of the industry's output,
Hollywood's Indian provides insightful
characterizations of the depiction of the Native
Americans in film. This updated edition includes a
new chapter on Smoke Signals , the groundbreaking
independent film written by Sherman Alexie and
directed by Chris Eyre. Taken as a whole the
essays explore the many ways in which these
portrayals have made an impact on our collective
cultural life.
  The Maze Runner James Dashner,2015-08-04
Sixteen-year-old Thomas wakes up with no memory in
the middle of a maze and realizes he must work
with the community in which he finds himself if he
is to escape.
  Multimedia Tay Vaughan,1996 Thoroughly updated
for newnbsp;breakthroughs in multimedia nbsp; The
internationally bestselling Multimedia: Making it
Work has been fully revised and expanded to cover
the latest technological advances in multimedia.
You will learn to plan and manage multimedia
projects, from dynamic CD-ROMs and DVDs to
professional websites. Each chapter includes step-
by-step instructions, full-color illustrations and
screenshots, self-quizzes, and hands-on projects.
nbsp;
  Hacker, Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy Gabriella
Coleman,2015-10-06 The ultimate book on the
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worldwide movement of hackers, pranksters, and
activists collectively known as Anonymous—by the
writer the Huffington Post says “knows all of
Anonymous’ deepest, darkest secrets” “A work of
anthropology that sometimes echoes a John le Carré
novel.” —Wired Half a dozen years ago,
anthropologist Gabriella Coleman set out to study
the rise of this global phenomenon just as some of
its members were turning to political protest and
dangerous disruption (before Anonymous shot to
fame as a key player in the battles over
WikiLeaks, the Arab Spring, and Occupy Wall
Street). She ended up becoming so closely
connected to Anonymous that the tricky story of
her inside–outside status as Anon confidante,
interpreter, and erstwhile mouthpiece forms one of
the themes of this witty and entirely engrossing
book. The narrative brims with details unearthed
from within a notoriously mysterious subculture,
whose semi-legendary tricksters—such as Topiary,
tflow, Anachaos, and Sabu—emerge as complex,
diverse, politically and culturally sophisticated
people. Propelled by years of chats and encounters
with a multitude of hackers, including imprisoned
activist Jeremy Hammond and the double agent who
helped put him away, Hector Monsegur, Hacker,
Hoaxer, Whistleblower, Spy is filled with insights
into the meaning of digital activism and little
understood facets of culture in the Internet age,
including the history of “trolling,” the ethics
and metaphysics of hacking, and the origins and
manifold meanings of “the lulz.”
  The Pedagogy of Standardized Testing Arlo
Kempf,2016-04-29 Based on a large-scale
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international study of teachers in Los Angeles,
Chicago, Ontario, and New York, this book
illustrates the ways increased use of high-stakes
standardized testing is fundamentally changing
education in the US and Canada with a negative
overall impact on the way teachers teach and
students learn. Standardized testing makes
understanding students' strengths and weaknesses
more difficult, and class time spent on testing
consumes scarce time and attention needed to
support the success of all students—further
disadvantaging ELLs, students with
exceptionalities, low income, and racially
minoritized students.
  Creating Superfans Brittany Hodak,2023-01-10
Superfans aren’t just for pop stars and NBA teams.
What if your customers loved your brand the way
Swifties love Taylor or Drake loves the Raptors?
In Creating Superfans, entrepreneur, keynote
speaker, and fan-engagement guru Brittany Hodak
shares the proprietary five-step SUPER Fan System
she developed running successful campaigns and
products for globally known brands including
Walmart, Disney, Amazon, Katy Perry, the Boston
Red Sox, and more. With her trademark mix of humor
and sharp business insights, she combines
entertaining stories from her years of working
with major stars like Dolly Parton and KISS with
case studies of familiar brands and companies to
illustrate the effective and easy-to-master system
for transforming customers into passionate
advocates of your brand. You’ll learn how to: -
define, understand, and share your own unique
brand story - better capture, understand, and
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utilize customer feedback - connect your brand’s
story to your individual customers’ stories - make
exceeding customer expectations business-as-usual
- regularly earn and capitalize on customer
referrals You’ll also get checklists, exercises,
and easy-to-implement tools that will have you
building your very own legion of superfans right
away. Whether you’re launching a career as a
recording artist, running a tech startup, or
helming a hundred-year-old brand, you, too, can
tap into the power of superfandom.
  Toughen Up, Andrew! Anne Manchester,2016 Andrew
is a small dog who likes a quiet life with lots of
time for sleeping. His mate David tells him to
toughen up, but Andrew is not so sure. But a
family holiday changes all that, as Andrew faces a
host of new experiences and challenges that are
bound to test his resolve.
  The Essential Cult TV Reader David
Lavery,2021-09-15 The Essential Cult TV Reader is
a collection of insightful essays that examine
television shows that amass engaged, active fan
bases by employing an imaginative approach to
programming. Once defined by limited viewership,
cult TV has developed its own identity, with some
shows gaining large, mainstream audiences. By
exploring the defining characteristics of cult TV,
The Essential Cult TV Reader traces the
development of this once obscure form and explains
how cult TV achieved its current status as
legitimate television. The essays explore a wide
range of cult programs, from early shows such as
Star Trek, The Avengers, Dark Shadows, and The
Twilight Zone to popular contemporary shows such
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as Lost, Dexter, and 24, addressing the cultural
context that allowed the development of the
phenomenon. The contributors investigate the
obligations of cult series to their fans, the
relationship of camp and cult, the effects of DVD
releases and the Internet, and the globalization
of cult TV. The Essential Cult TV Reader answers
many of the questions surrounding the form while
revealing emerging debates on its future.
  Virtual Reality Melanie Chan,2014-01-16 The idea
of virtual realities has a long and complex
historical trajectory, spanning from Plato's
concept of the cave and the simulacrum, to
artistic styles such as Trompe L'oeil, and more
recently developments in 3D film, television and
gaming. However, this book will pay particular
attention to the time between the 1980s to the
1990s when virtual reality and cyberspace were
represented, particularly in fiction, as a
wondrous technology that enabled transcendence
from the limitations of physical embodiment. The
purpose of this critical historical analysis of
representations of virtual reality is to examine
how they might deny, repress or overlook embodied
experience. Specifically, the author will contend
that embodiment is a fundamental aspect of
immersion in virtual reality, rather than
something which is to be transcended. In this way,
the book aims to challenge distorted ideas about
transcendence and productively contribute to
debates about embodiment and technology.
  Saul Bass Jan-Christopher Horak,2014-11-18
Iconic graphic designer and Academy Award–winning
filmmaker Saul Bass (1920–1996) defined an
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innovative era in cinema. His title sequences for
films such as Otto Preminger's The Man with the
Golden Arm (1955) and Anatomy of a Murder (1959),
Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo (1958) and North by
Northwest (1959), and Billy Wilder's The Seven
Year Itch (1955) introduced the idea that opening
credits could tell a story, setting the mood for
the movie to follow. Bass's stylistic influence
can be seen in popular Hollywood franchises from
the Pink Panther to James Bond, as well as in more
contemporary works such as Steven Spielberg's
Catch Me If You Can (2002) and television's Mad
Men. The first book to examine the life and work
of this fascinating figure, Saul Bass: Anatomy of
Film Design explores the designer's revolutionary
career and his lasting impact on the entertainment
and advertising industries. Jan-Christopher Horak
traces Bass from his humble beginnings as a self-
taught artist to his professional peak, when
auteur directors like Stanley Kubrick, Robert
Aldrich, and Martin Scorsese sought him as a
collaborator. He also discusses how Bass
incorporated aesthetic concepts borrowed from
modern art in his work, presenting them in a new
way that made them easily recognizable to the
public. This long-overdue book sheds light on the
creative process of the undisputed master of film
title design—a man whose multidimensional talents
and unique ability to blend high art and
commercial imperatives profoundly influenced
generations of filmmakers, designers, and
advertisers.
  Mr. Flux Kyo Maclear,2013-04 A tongue-in-cheek
tale loosely inspired by the 1960s Fluxus art
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movement finds Martin and his neighbors
confronting their fears about change when an
eccentric newcomer demonstrates how change can be
big or little or even small enough to fit in a
not-so-scary box.
  Social Media Marketing Dave Evans,2010-09-16 How
to implement social technology in business, spur
collaborative innovation and drive winning
programs to improve products, services, and long-
term profits and growth. The road to social media
marketing is now well paved: A July 2009 Anderson
Analytics study found 60% of the Internet
population uses social networks and social media
sites such as Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter.
Collaboration and innovation, driven by social
technology, are “what’s next.” Written by the
author of the bestselling Social Media Marketing:
An Hour a Day in collaboration with Jake McKee,
Social Media Marketing: The Next Generation of
Business Engagement takes marketers, product
managers, small business owners, senior executives
and organizational leaders on to the next step in
social technology and its application in business.
In particular, this book explains how to
successfully implement a variety tools, how to
ensure higher levels of customer engagement, and
how to build on the lessons learned and
information gleaned from first-generation social
media marketing efforts and to carry this across
your organization. This book: Details how to
develop, implement, monitor and measure successful
social media activities, and how to successfully
act on feedback from the social web Discusses
conversation-monitoring tools and platforms to
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accelerate the business innovation cycle along
with the metrics required to prove the success of
social technology adoption Connects the social
dots more deeply across the entire organization,
moving beyond marketing and into product
development, customer service and customer-driven
innovation, and the benefits of encouraging
employee collaboration. Social media has become a
central component of marketing: Collaborative,
social technology is now moving across the
organization, into business functions ranging from
HR and legal to product management and the supply
chain. Social Media Marketing: The Next Generation
of Business Engagement is the perfect book for
marketers, business unit managers and owners, HR
professionals and anyone else looking to better
understand how to use social technologies and
platforms to build loyalty in customers,
employees, partners and suppliers to drive long
term growth and profits.
  The 1619 Project Nikole Hannah-Jones,The New
York Times Magazine,2021-11-16 #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • NAACP IMAGE AWARD WINNER • A dramatic
expansion of a groundbreaking work of journalism,
The 1619 Project: A New Origin Story offers a
profoundly revealing vision of the American past
and present. FINALIST FOR THE KIRKUS PRIZE • ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The Washington
Post, NPR, Esquire, Marie Claire, Electric Lit,
Ms. magazine, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist In late
August 1619, a ship arrived in the British colony
of Virginia bearing a cargo of twenty to thirty
enslaved people from Africa. Their arrival led to
the barbaric and unprecedented system of American
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chattel slavery that would last for the next 250
years. This is sometimes referred to as the
country’s original sin, but it is more than that:
It is the source of so much that still defines the
United States. The New York Times Magazine’s
award-winning 1619 Project issue reframed our
understanding of American history by placing
slavery and its continuing legacy at the center of
our national narrative. This book substantially
expands on that work, weaving together eighteen
essays that explore the legacy of slavery in
present-day America with thirty-six poems and
works of fiction that illuminate key moments of
oppression, struggle, and resistance. The essays
show how the inheritance of 1619 reaches into
every part of contemporary American society, from
politics, music, diet, traffic, and citizenship to
capitalism, religion, and our democracy itself.
This book that speaks directly to our current
moment, contextualizing the systems of race and
caste within which we operate today. It reveals
long-glossed-over truths around our nation’s
founding and construction—and the way that the
legacy of slavery did not end with emancipation,
but continues to shape contemporary American life.
Featuring contributions from: Leslie Alexander •
Michelle Alexander • Carol Anderson • Joshua
Bennett • Reginald Dwayne Betts • Jamelle Bouie •
Anthea Butler • Matthew Desmond • Rita Dove •
Camille T. Dungy • Cornelius Eady • Eve L. Ewing •
Nikky Finney • Vievee Francis • Yaa Gyasi •
Forrest Hamer • Terrance Hayes • Kimberly Annece
Henderson • Jeneen Interlandi • Honorée Fanonne
Jeffers • Barry Jenkins • Tyehimba Jess • Martha
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S. Jones • Robert Jones, Jr. • A. Van Jordan •
Ibram X. Kendi • Eddie Kendricks • Yusef
Komunyakaa • Kevin M. Kruse • Kiese Laymon •
Trymaine Lee • Jasmine Mans • Terry McMillan •
Tiya Miles • Wesley Morris • Khalil Gibran
Muhammad • Lynn Nottage • ZZ Packer • Gregory
Pardlo • Darryl Pinckney • Claudia Rankine • Jason
Reynolds • Dorothy Roberts • Sonia Sanchez • Tim
Seibles • Evie Shockley • Clint Smith • Danez
Smith • Patricia Smith • Tracy K. Smith • Bryan
Stevenson • Nafissa Thompson-Spires • Natasha
Trethewey • Linda Villarosa • Jesmyn Ward
  I'm the Best Artist in the Ocean! Kevin
Sherry,2008-06-12 A giant squid brags about being
the best artist in the entire ocean.
  Interpersonal Communication Denise
Solomon,Jennifer Theiss,2022-03-16 This fully
revised text demystifies interpersonal
communication skills by bringing the latest
research together with practical guidance that
prepares students to discern key communication
dynamics and communicate more effectively in all
areas of their lives. The new edition draws on
current theory and research to guide students
through the foundations of the discipline, recent
developments in scientific research, and tips for
improving their own interpersonal communication
skills. In addition, readers will find: Expanded
coverage of technology and computer-mediated
communication, including explicit examples of what
interpersonal communication looks like online.
Invitations to engage with elaborated descriptions
of theories and related resources on the companion
website whenever prominent theories of
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interpersonal communication are mentioned in the
text. A commitment to gender inclusive language
and topics, as well as a new feature, IDEA:
Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Access, that
invites students to consider ways to address
exclusion and inequity in interpersonal
communication. The fully revamped companion
website includes updates across all resources,
additional videos, self-quizzes for students, and
all-new instructor resources, which can be
accessed at www.routledge.com/cw/solomon. Also new
to the companion website for this edition are
links to essays and videos featuring the work that
students in the Communication Studies program at
the California State Prison, Los Angeles County,
produced in response to self-reflection prompts in
the first edition. These materials provide insight
into facets of interpersonal communication in
these students’ lives, and they offer a broad
range of rich life experiences. Interpersonal
Communication: Putting Theory into Practice,
Second Edition is ideal for undergraduate students
in courses on interpersonal communication and
communication skills.
  Meaningful Making 2 Paulo Blikstein,Sylvia Libow
Martinez,Heather Allen Pang,2019-03-08 Meaningful
Making 2 is a second volume of projects and
strategies from the Columbia University FabLearn
Fellows. This diverse group of leading K-12
educators teach in Fab Labs, makerspaces,
classrooms, libraries, community centers, and
museums--all with the goal of making learning more
meaningful for every child. A learning revolution
is in the making around the world. Enthusiastic
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educators are using the new tools and technology
of the maker movement to give children authentic
learning experiences beyond textbooks and tests.
The FabLearn Fellows work at the forefront of this
movement in all corners of the globe. In this
book, the FabLearn Fellows share all new
inspirational lesson ideas, strategies, and
recommended projects across a broad range of age
levels. Illustrated with color photos of real
student work, the Fellows take you on a tour of
the future of learning, where children make sense
of the world by making things that matter to them
and their communities. To read this book is to
rediscover learning as it could be and should be--
a joyous, mindful exploration of the world, where
the ultimate discovery is the potential of every
child.
  Jampires Sarah McIntyre,David
O'Connell,2015-06-30 A delightful, whimsical, JAM-
tastic adventure! The jam has been sucked out of
Sam's doughnuts! Who are the culprits? Sam sets a
trap to catch the jam thieves and gets a surprise!
It's the JAMPIRES: friendly little creatures whose
love of jam and sweet things gets them into
trouble! They fly off with Sam to their magical
land sitting in the clouds, where doughnuts grow
on trees, jam tarts sprout like flowers, and
castles are made of jammy sponge cake.
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